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A monthly virtual helping tool.

Get ideas for coping and learn about helping resources.

FALL 2020: Focus on Basic Needs Resources.

Sponsored by ARCC Counseling Services

For appointments click here or call 763-433-1100

APP HIGHLIGHT

Reflectly is a diary, gratitude journal & mood tracker app that helps you structure and reflect upon your daily thoughts. Vent your thoughts and feelings to track your mood and increase happiness.

Quick Tip:
Take a Tech Break!
- Turn on “Do Not Disturb” or turn off notifications
- Power down tech for at least an hour a day
- Create a tech-free zone
- Use tech to help you stay off tech

Tips to Reduce COVID-19 Stress
- Focus on what you can control
- Remember that you are resilient
- Reduce your risk
- Connect with others
- Look for the good stuff
- Use reputable sources
- Model peaceful behavior
- Don’t let fear influence
- Be gentle with yourself and others
- Create a regular routine
- Maintain a healthy diet and exercise

Here is the full list from the Minnesota Dept. of Health.

CLICK image for VIDEO!
Managing stress is a key element of living a healthy lifestyle. When you are experiencing high stress levels you are putting your entire well-being at risk. It can impact your emotional health, as well as your physical health. Effectively managing your stress can help you be happier and healthier. Finding the balance between stressors allows you to make time for the things that are most important to you. Here are some resources we have found to be helpful in finding the right fit for your stress management needs.

**Change to Chill** is a mental well-being resource offered by a subdivision of Allina Health. They provide online and printable tools to help you become more aware of what stress is, what causes it and how to manage it. In addition, they provide resources for others that can help positively impact the mental health of someone they care about. This [Stress 101](#) page is a great place to get started.

**Press Pause**, through Half of Us, is a great reminder that sometimes we just need a break. [This website](#) has great examples of ways you can “press pause” and take a break when you need it most.

**1000 Petals** has some great tips on building connections, specifically during COVID-19 when being together may look a little different. [Check out their blog](#) for some practical tips on how to make connections.